
Twisted Rose have been rocking the international 
stages since 2018 and have already had several 
successes with their releases. Among other things, 
number 3 in the Mexican charts, number 10 in the 
Spanish charts and several bestseller positions in 
the Amazon sale charts.
Who are Twisted Rose specifically? At the forefront 
stands and enchants the charming, powerful- voiced 
singer Caro, alongside Chris Bones on the guitar, Bass 
player Tino and drummer Luggy.
They have dedicated themselves to the classic rock 
sound (á la AC/DC and Guns N' Roses) and are now 
about to conquer the rock world with their own 
compositions.

They achieved their first live successes, among other 
things, with their appearance at the wrestling event 
"Extreme", where they were able to convince the fans 
of this tough sport with their hard rock sound. The 
affinity for wrestling is no coincidence, after all, guitarist 
Chris Bones was once a pro-wrestler himself. In 
addition to music, he works in a field that has often 
found its way into the lyrics of various rock and metal 
bands: He's the manager of a funeral home. 



With the spirit of their idols and the sound of today, 
the hard rockers present their songs that don't have to 
shy away from comparison with long-established 
formations of the genre. Their energetic show, 
which makes the fans sweat and the rock chicks 
escalate, is now known very well.

One could think that there should be one or the other 
inspiration for lyrics here. Twisted Rose have been 
under contract with the label 7us / 7hard since 
2020. They were also the opener for the well-known 
band “GraveDigger". The songs are not created in the 
mortuary at Chris Bones' workplace, but in the modern, 
well-equipped recording studio in Giebelstadt,
the hometown of TWISTED ROSE.

They achieved their first live successes, among other 
things, with their appearance at the wrestling event 
"Extreme", where they were able to convince the fans 
of this tough sport with their hard rock sound. The 
affinity for wrestling is no coincidence, after all, guitarist
Chris Bones was once a pro-wrestler himself. In 
addition to music, he works in a field that has often 
found its way into the lyrics of various rock and metal 
bands: He's the manager of a funeral home. 

"The future 
of straight r

ock music

has a name: TWISTED R
OSE."

- Musix Magazine -



Kontakt: info@twisted-rose.de
www.twisted-rose.com

MEDIA

https://open.spotify.com/artist/06ZNqnabpwVvJxFeN0FeLs?si=pGAPfM24TfWEvqNgHyeIXw
https://www.youtube.com/@TwistedRoseBand
https://music.apple.com/de/artist/twisted-rose/1554268384
https://www.deezer.com/en/artist/123773002
https://www.tiktok.com/@twistedroseofficial
https://linktr.ee/twistedroseband
https://www.twisted-rose.com
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?fs=1&tf=cm&source=mailto&to=info@twisted-rose.de



